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(a) NRL Confidential Report #1605 by L.C. Ricalzone, 7-Apr 1965
1. Reference (a) discusses proposed experiments to integrate the Loreli technique in'
the DASH attack system using the AN/SQS-26 and a smaller ship for the.
transponder, in place of a helicopter.
2. The technology and equipment of reference (a) have long been superseded. The
current value of this report is histmical
3. Based on the above, it is recommended that reference (a) be declassified and
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(Confidential)
Considerable interest has been shown in using the
LOQVYt Technique to improve the DASH weapons mystea and
some eiercses have been conducted on one possible method
This method ts not considered
of applying LOMiLI to DASH.
the most desirable by NRL becauso it does not make use
Several experiments are
of the true LORELI Technique.
proposed in this report to determine the feasibility of
using the true LORELI Technique in the DASH system.
Also, a method ir proposed for investigating the effect
of Multipaths on the LORELI Technique used over the bottomn
bounce and convergence zone propagation paths in orcer
to design optimum displays and transponder buoys.
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PROBLEW STATUS
This is an interim report on one phase of the LGtELI
problem and work in this area is continuing.
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Present AS'W attack systems depend on the absolute
accuracy of the sonar target range and bearing. This
accuracy suffers from equipment and alignment errors
Theme
in Cie sonar, and from acoustic path anomolies.
errors can be tolerated at the short sonar ranges but
at the longer ranges possible with the AWSi3Q-26 and
sonars of the future these errors may well place the
weapons outside of their acquisition capabilities or
lethal radius, expecially over the bottom bounce or convergence zone paths where the exact acoustic path is unknown. A review of the literature on range and bearing
errors in present fleet sonars show that bearing errors
of 20 and range error of 2 1/2%, reference (a), aft about
the best that can be expected. Range error as high as
85 reference (b), are common. Medium errors up to 50
reference (c) due to horizontai gradient and to internal
eaves have been reported. Even the specified required
range and bearing accuracy of 1% and 1 reference (b),
will place many weapons outside their effective range
even if the assumption is made that no other errors exit
at convergence zone ranges.
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Work on the LORMI Technique has shown that a significant improvement can be made in tho overall accuracy
of ASW attack systems at lon&; ragao, In work done at
ranges up to 20,000 yards it hat tsen shown, references
(d) and (e), that the overall attack error can be considerably less than the accuracy demanded from the sovar. This
isproveseet can be made with simple fire control equipment.

PURPOSS
The purpose of this report it%to desorlbe s numbor
of simple experiments which should be, conducted that could
lead to a much improved DASH-LAWALI techb - at the lonver
ranges. Tvo types of experiments are propowsd; on* type
to develop techniques for vehicle Suidswce and the second
type to itudy the effect of multipatbh an the accuracy of
L•..LI In the bottom bounce and convereaace a•a i
.
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Limited evaluation of one possible :mthod of using
NM with
(PTEIOB and
and other
was conducted
LORELI
wth DASH
disappointing
results
because ofbyhardware
problems,
reference (f). This method consisted of marking the position
of the DASfl vehicle on the radar display and position of
the transponder buoy on the sonar display at the time of
trainiqader buoy drop. This method does not use the true
LORELI technique and suffers from several Inaccuracies.
m
It in believed that two other approaches could lead to
considerably better results. One of these is to put an
effective radar reflector or radar transponder in or
attached to the same buoy as the sonar transponder.
Thu
other is to physically attach the sonar transponder to
the drone by a long cable and to dunk the transponder at
intervals to obtain the exact position of the drone with
respect *o the target using sonar alone.
Both of these
approaches have hardware and operational problems which
would have to be solved before an effective operational
technique can be developed.
However, simple experiments
can be run with existing equipment to determine iA sufficient
gain in accuracy would be achieved by these techniques to
warrant the time and cost of the hardware and operational
developments.
Also experiments can be conducted with
existing equipment and laboratory equipment under development to determine the effect of multipaths on the LOJM I
technique in the bottom bounce and convergence none modes.
From this experiment valuable information would 'b. obtained
which would aid in the development of displays and transpander buoys to be used with the LORLI tecbnqu* in propagation modes where sultipaths exist.
iExper~ints to be Conducted
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An experiment to investigate the cane of using a
transponder with an adequate radar reflector will require
the following servicea: A whip equipped with AN/SQS-26
or AN/SQS-23 sonar, operating in an arna capable of at
!east 10 and preferably 20 kiloyard sonar ranges, will
be needed an the ec-hq-ranging veudel.
BIJhoer a MAS
vehicle or a maunned helicopter such as an RML will be
u4ed as the attacker.
A sall
ship to simulate an effective
radar reflector with a sovar transponder suspended under
it will be used go the WMI)6L transponder.
A second
-ofnSr tranaponder launched *ad retrieved by thla ship
will b used for the target. The operation will be set
up as follows: The mhip acting an the transponder buoy
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will place the target transponder in the water and then
stand off 500 to 1000 yards.
The echo-ranging ship will
move out to near maximum sonar range, establish sonar
contact, and position the helicopter over the ship by
mea:i- of radar.
Using the sonar vector for ship to
target, the helicopter, will be controlled again by radar
to the target position and a marker buoy to simulate a
weapon dropped.
The small ship will then assess the "miss
distance".
Twenty or so runs of this type should yield
valuable insight to the effectiveness of this technique.
A number of straight DASH runs can be conducted for comparison.
The second experiment will require the same services
and equipment as in the preceding one.
In this experiment
the sonar transponder is attached to a manned helicopter
such as an HUL by a cable.
A small ship with a sonar
transponder suspended under it will act as the target
and the NRL acoustic DME reference (g), installed on
this ship could be used to measure the miss distance.
The transponder suspended from the helicopter will be
an AN/SQQ-18 modified with tail
fins and a tow point as
shown in Figure 1.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show this
configuration towed from a small boat up to a speed of 10
knots.
It proved very stable and presented little
drag.
This means that in operation the helicopter need not make
a good hover but can have a speed of up to about 10 knots.
In operations the helicopter will be vectored by radar
out to the vicinity of the target where it is commanded
to hover with the transponder In the water.
With the
sonar vector information from the transponder to the target as displayed on the sonar of the echo-ranging ship,
the helicopter is commanded to clim'b and pick the transponder out of the water and is then vectored by radar
control to the target, dropping the simulated weapon (DUE
buoy) on command for miss distance measurement.
If desired,
the helicopter could be commanded to dunk the transponder
several times on the way to the weapon drop point in order
that corrections could be made to the attack vector.
Approximately the same number of runs should be made as
in the first
exercise.
All of the equipment needed for these experiments
Is presently available.
The operation is not complicated
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and it

should be able to be conducted in a matter of

several days, assuming good sonar conditions to y16ld

..

the desired ranges. Valuable data can be obtained from
these two exercises which will assist in determining if
further effort and funds should be expended on these two
appro-.Ches to the DASH-LORELI technique.
Basic experiments to investigate the effect of uultipaths on the LORELI technique need to be made for the
bottom bounce and convergence zone propagation modes.
These tests will require the use of an AN/SqS-26 equipped
ship for echo-ranging and a smaller ship to carry a special
instrumented transponder as shown in the block diagram,
Figure 4.
This transponder is now being developed by NRL.
It will measure accurately the time of arrival and intensity
of the various multipaths seen by a transponder at various
depths.
It will return a signal at known level of controlled
characteristics after triggering by desired path.
It will
measure propagation loss from the SQS-2e sonar to the transponder directly. Also, the propagation loss of return path,
and signal-to-noise or reverberation ratios can be measured
by the addition of a recorder to the sonar. From this
transponder the characteristics for an expendable LORELI
transponder, which will operate properly in the presence
of multipaths, can be determined.
This experiment will
also determine if the SQS-26 displays are suitable for
LORML! operation, or if not, what types of dioplays need
be developed for LORELI operation in the presence of multipaths. This data will be valuable for the DASH-LORELI
case as well as other LORELI te:hniques operating over
the bottom bounce and convergence zone paths.
CONCLUSIONS
It is felt that the e- eriments described in this
report can be rdn with aa imum of fleet services and
would yield valuable information on DASH-LOPJ!,4 techniques
and on the difficulties that might be encountered in the
use of LOREIl under multtpath conditions.
Also, data
would be obtained which vould be useful in modifying or
developing transponders and displays for use under thbe
conditions.
The key item to the satisfactory completion
of these tests it adequate services of an SQS-26 equipped
ship and adequate funding of the LOMELI Program.
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